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The measure of the success of gender and media activism in Southern Africa culminates every two
years in the Southern African Gender and Media (GEM) Summit. This gathering is testimony to the
fact that gender equality as an issue of primary concern for the media has been taken on board by
a variety of players  – news managers, editors, journalists, media trainers, freedom of expression
activists, media regulatory authorities, feminist activists, among others.

The first summit in September 2004 was classified as “historic”; the second one in 2006 presents a
time for “stock taking” in order to enter the next terrain – How can the media use gender and other
issues of diversity as assets to ensure its survival?

The “stock taking” at the 2006 GEM Summit will show that boundaries have been pushed in ways that were
perhaps unimaginable two years ago. To mention but a few:
� Gender and HIV/AIDS workplace and editorial policies are being developed across the region with media

managers in the state, private and community print and broadcast media through the Media Action Plan
(MAP).

� An exciting new training programme to build a more media literate public is being piloted in South Africa
before fanning out to the rest of the Southern Africa region.

� The South African Editors Forum(SANEF) has conducted its own study on the “Glass Ceiling” in newsrooms
and called for a further gender audit; and at its last meeting in July, elected Ferial Haffajee, Editor of the Mail
& Guardian, as its new chair.

All of these groundbreaking activities, among others, have put a glaring spotlight on the media, forcing the media
to come face-to-face with their own tendencies of ‘exclusion’ and lack of diversity both in newsrooms and in
the media’s main output – editorial content.

The link between the issues of diversity and sustainability is central for the development of a free and independent
media in Southern Africa. ‘Diversity’ in and through the media can be read in two ways:
� Diversity can mean a variety of media which offer a plurality of views, opinions and perspectives on the news

and issues of the day - a key ingredient to ensure an informed public in a democracy; and
� Diversity means too a media that is reflective of the society in which it is situated, both in the workplace and

in its editorial content. In a 1992 article on the ‘Sins of Omission’, Betty Anne Williams, an African-American
newspaper editor noted that:

Promoting diversity is still the best means of connecting with tomorrow’s customers, citizens and news gatherers;
the best way for the media to equip themselves to portray a turbulent, pluralistic society and all its constituent
parts. It (diversity) is still the best way to foster a crucial citizenship communication in an increasingly fragmented
culture and to celebrate and protect the democratic principles – including free speech, free press and participatory
government – that make it possible for journalists to practice their craft, and for the public to complain about
the job they do.1

Embracing diversity therefore is key to the media’s sustainability, because the more media exclude, women, for
example, as audiences by negative portrayal and gender stereotyping, and omitting their opinions, perspectives
and views as sources,  or by not portraying women in their diverse roles within changing societies, the more the
media become vulnerable to a potentially declining audience and loss of revenue, and to an increasing loss in
credibility as an institution that adheres to democratic principles.

The 2006 GEM Summit provides the opportunity for the media to not
just pat themselves on the back and point to ways the media have
embraced gender equality (although important), but to once again evaluate
and reflect on how inclusive and balanced the media have been in
reflecting and meeting the needs and interests of the publics they purport
to serve.

News leaders that embrace diversity as an asset are the most likely to
ensure that their media survive without compromising democratic principles
for commercialization. Ensuring that this happens is the next terrain for
gender and media activism in Southern Africa.
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1 ‘Sins of Omission’, Betty Anne Williams in Media Studies Journal, The Fairness Factor, published by the Freedom Forum Media
Studies Centre, Columbia University, Vol.6, No. 4, Fall 1992.


